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Random ErrorsRandom Errors
•

 

ALWAYS present.

Measurement ± Random Error

•

 

Sources:
–

 

Random operator errors
–

 

Random changes in experimental conditions
–

 

Noise in apparatus
–

 

Noise in Nature

•

 

How to minimize them?
–

 

Take repeated measurements and calculate 
their average.



Systematic ErrorsSystematic Errors

•

 

Sources:
–

 

Instrumental, physical and human 
limitations.

»

 

Example: Device is out-of 
calibration.

•

 

How to minimize them?
–

 

Careful calibration.
–

 

Best possible techniques.
–

 

Discover and control them.

•

 

Are TYPICALLY

 

present.



Precision and Accuracy in Precision and Accuracy in 
MeasurementsMeasurements

•

 

Precision
How reproducible are 

measurements?

•

 

Accuracy
How close are the measurements to 

the true value.



accuracy and precisionaccuracy and precision

not precise andnot precise and
not accuratenot accurate

precise butprecise but
not accuratenot accurate

precise andprecise and
accurateaccurate

TRUE VALUETRUE VALUE

large random large random 
and and systematicsystematic 
errorserrors

small random small random 
error,  large error,  large 
systematicsystematic 
errorerror

small random small random 
error, small error, small 
systematic systematic 
errorerror

.



systematicssystematics

Testimony by Bert Ely to the Subcommittee on Financial 
Management, the Budget, and International Security of the
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs   July 21, 2003



Example:Example:
 Measurements of expanding universeMeasurements of expanding universe

Vesto
 
Slipher Edwin Hubble



Trimble (1996) PASP 108, 1073

The incredible shrinking Hubble constant. The incredible shrinking Hubble constant. 
Rectangles are quoted errors!Rectangles are quoted errors!



SystematicsSystematics: catch: catch--2222

The difficulty is this: if we understand the systematic we can correct 
for it, but if we don’t understand the systematic we won’t think of it 
at all or our error estimate will be wrong.  

It is only at the edge of understanding

 

where systematic errors are 
meaningful: we understand enough to realize it might be a problem, 
but not enough to easily fix it.

??



How can we find systematic errors?How can we find systematic errors?

Calibrate everything.

Do experiments on our Experiment.

Logical deduction.  

Logical process of elimination



CalibrationCalibration

0 10050

Your instrument reading



Avoiding Avoiding SystematicsSystematics

The best prevention of systematic error is good experiment design.

How can we robustly attack this problem in an existing experiment or 
observation?  

A mix of calibration, simulations and exploratory tests.

Simulations can teach us where sensitivity to systematics

 

are.  We may then 
explore these avenues;  search for the signature of each systematic, isolate 
it, understand it, and gain control of it.  

In practice, for each experimental field it is a kind of “art”

 

which demands 
familiarity with the likely systematics.  It is the responsibility of the 
experimentalist to probe for systematics

 

and of the theorist to allow for 
them.



Healthy skepticismHealthy skepticism
• Be skeptical of your own work

• Test relentlessly for systematics

• Avoid early press conferences



A Result of Unexplored A Result of Unexplored 
SystematicsSystematics::

 Pathological sciencePathological science

Not fraud

Well intentioned, enthusiastic scientists are led astrayWell intentioned, enthusiastic scientists are led astray

Examples abound in every field of scienceExamples abound in every field of science



Example: Cold fusionExample: Cold fusion
• Pons and Fleischman claimed bench-top fusion using a 

palladium battery
• Before doing a control experiment, and before peer 

review, they held a press conference

“Cold fusion” has since been debunked.



Features of Pathological ScienceFeatures of Pathological Science


 

The maximum effect is produced by a barely perceptible cause, and the 
effect doesn’t change much as you change the magnitude of the cause.



 

The effect only happens sometimes, when conditions are just right, and 
no one ever figures out how to make it happen reliably. The people who can 
do it are unable to communicate how they make it happen to the people who 
can’t.

 The effect is always close to the limit of detectability.



 

There are claims of great accuracy, well beyond the state of the art or 
what one might expect.



 

Fantastic theories contrary to experience are suggested. Often, 
mechanisms are suggested that appear nowhere else in physics.



 

Criticisms are met by ad hoc excuses thought up on the spur of the 
moment.

Irving Langmuir  1953   see: Physics Today Oct. 1989 



Some common mistakesSome common mistakes

Poor experiment design

Not testing for systematics (control)

Ignoring sample selection effects (bias)

Bad statistics: assume wrong distribution (tails!)

Failure to repeat the experiment using different sample 
with same physics



TrickTrick

You are trying to measure hopelessly small SIGNAL

Suppose you suspect your experiment has systematic error 
(drift, false signal…)

Somehow arrange to turn the SIGNAL
 
off and on

Result: SIGNAL
 
without

 
systematic error! 



Overcoming Overcoming systematicssystematics: : ChopChop



Overcoming Overcoming systematicssystematics: : ChopChop



Suppose your signal is at zero frequency and smaller than the noSuppose your signal is at zero frequency and smaller than the noiseise

CHOP SIGNAL:

+Drift

Random error
(noise)

Systematic error

Signal

Detector output: signal+noise



Signals and noiseSignals and noise

Frequency dependence of noise

• Low frequency ~ 1 / f
– example: temperature (0.1 Hz) , pressure  (1 Hz), acoustics (10 

-- 100 Hz)

• High frequency ~ constant = white noise
– example: shot noise, Johnson noise, spontaneous emission 

noise

• Signal/Noise ratio depends strongly on signal freq
– worst at DC, best in white noise region

• Problem: most signals at DC or at low frequency

• Solution: chop, thus moving signal to high (chop) 
frequency
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Many systems have more noise at low frequency



PhasePhase--sensitive detectionsensitive detection

noisy & driftingnoisy & drifting



Quoting errorsQuoting errors
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